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The SupercageTM is the latest innovation from Samson equipment 

designed for the safe movement of large, heavy or high value goods 

without the need for complex slinging methods. 

Fully enclosed solid steel sides and high level crane attachment points 

ensure a safe and stable lift whatever the characteristics of the load.

The huge 13.2 cubic metre cargo area and 5 tonne load capacity also 

makes the Supercage ideal for lifting multiple packs of palletised goods 

in one go, massively increasing tower crane efficiency on the job site. 

Double gates both ends of the cage allow for easy loading and 

unloading of long lengths of materials by site operatives and a drop 

down ramp provides smooth access for forklifts or pallet trucks.

Internal lashing points help to keep loose items secure within the cage 

and a top rail with ratchet strap anchor points provide extra stability 

when needing to lift tall objects with the Supercage.

Overview

Super safe lifting of heavy, high value goods

SUPERCagETM



Technical specification 

Self weight

1350
kg

Load capacity

5000
kg

Internal length

4000

mm

external length 
(Inc. ramp)

4300

mm

Internal width

2200

mm

external width

2350

mm

Internal height

1500

mm

external height 
(Inc. lifting eyes)

1680

mm

SUPERCagETM

Drop down ramp for 
super easy loading with  
a forklift or pallet truck.

Super stable
High level lifting eyes ensure that even  
the most awkward shaped loads remain  
well within the triangle of stability resulting  
in a safe and level lift every time.

Super safe
Solid steel sides, double locking gates and 
internal load lashing points keep loads safe 
and secure during lifting.

Tagline 
attachment 

points. Integral forklift 
pockets.

ratchet strap rail 
for tall loads.
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Bespoke sizes and 
capacities manufactured 

to order. 

Call 0800 177 7650  
for more details.


